Rationale: There remains significant controversy regarding the optimal approach to fluid resuscitation for patients in shock. The magnitude of care variability in shock resuscitation, the confounding effects of disease severity and comorbidity, and the relative impact on sepsis survival are poorly understood. Objective: To evaluate usual care variability and determine the differential effect of observed and predicted fluid resuscitation volumes on risk-adjusted hospital mortality for mechanically ventilated patients in shock. Methods: We performed a retrospective outcome analysis of mechanically ventilated patients admitted to intensive care units using the 2013 Premier Hospital Database (Premier, Inc.). Observed and predicted hospital mortality were evaluated by observed and predicted day 1 fluid administration, using the difference in predicted and observed outcomes to adjust for disease severity between groups. Both predictive models were validated using a second large administrative database (Truven Health Analytics Inc.). Secondary outcomes included duration of mechanical ventilation, hospital and ICU length of stay, and cost. Results: Among 33,831 patients, observed hospital mortality was incrementally higher than predicted for each additional liter of day 1 fluid beginning at 7 L (40.9% vs. 37.2%, p = 0.008). Compared to patients that received expected (± 1.5 L predicted) day 1 fluid volumes, greater-than-expected fluid resuscitation was associated with increased risk-adjusted hospital mortality (52.3% vs. 45.0%, p < 0.0001) among all patients with shock and among a subgroup of shock patients with comorbid conditions predictive of lower fluid volume administration (47.1% vs. 41.5%, p < 0.0001). However, in patients with shock but without such conditions, both greater-than-expected (57.5% vs. 49.2%, p < 0.0001) and less-than-expected (52.1% vs. 49.2%, p = 0.037) day 1 fluid resuscitation were associated with increased risk-adjusted hospital mortality. Conclusions: Highly variable day 1 fluid resuscitation was associated with a non-uniform impact on risk-adjusted hospital mortality among distinct subgroups of mechanically ventilated patients with shock. These findings support closer evaluation of fluid resuscitation strategies that include broadly applied fluid volume targets in the early phase of shock resuscitation.
Introduction
In the early phases of resuscitation for undifferentiated shock, uncertainty regarding the underlying etiology and patient comorbidities are common reasons for nonpatient-centered resuscitation practices, conflicting treatments, unwarranted practice variability, and failure to meet targeted end points for initial resuscitation [1] . A positive association between fluid balance and mortality has been demonstrated in observational studies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In smaller retrospective studies, however, comparisons of administered fluid volumes between resuscitation groups are frequently confounded by disease severity. Additionally, the extent and impact of variable fluid resuscitation decisions in common usual care practice is poorly characterized. Consequently, assessments of actual administered fluid volumes alone may not effectively address the clinical appropriateness of fluid resuscitation or the effects of relative under-and over-resuscitation on patient outcomes.
In a novel attempt to both characterize the nature and frequency of variable fluid administration practices in the initial phase of shock resuscitation and to adjust for confounding by disease severity, we conducted a retrospective outcome analysis of day 1 fluid (DOF) resuscitation in high-risk mechanically ventilated adult patients resuscitated for shock. We sought to determine the impact of variable DOF volumes on hospital mortality in the most severely ill patients, including those with undifferentiated shock and septic shock. Additionally, we sought to identify hospital-and patient-level contextual factors that contribute to irregular practice and evaluate whether these predict or explain differences in prescribed fluid volumes and hospital mortality. We hypothesized that mechanically ventilated patients with shock are frequently prescribed greater-or less-thanexpected DOF volumes resulting in adverse impacts on standardized hospital mortality after risk adjustment.
Methods

Data source and study cohort
De-identified data were obtained from the Premier Hospital Database (Premier Inc., Charlotte, NC, USA) and MarketScan Hospital Drug Database (Truven Health Analytics Inc., Ann Arbor, MI, USA). The study cohort was constructed using data from discharges in 2013 (Premier) and 2013-2016 (Truven). Both databases are comprised of highly detailed administrative billing data. Further details regarding each database are presented in the online supplement (see Additional file 1). Selection criteria were 18 years of age and older, medical patients, admitted through the emergency department, and admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU) with mechanical ventilation on hospital day 1. Hospitals where the 25th percentile for recorded DOF was below 250 mL were excluded to account for non-uniform level of detail documented between institutions. Since clock time is not recorded, fluid use was captured for the calendar day and not for a 24-h period. To compensate for this, cases with less than 1 L of DOF were excluded (Fig. 1 ). The study was exempt from Institutional Review Board oversight.
Definitions
Patient data were arranged by the presence of a circulatory principal diagnosis, sepsis (ICD-9-CM codes for infection plus the use of parenteral antibiotics on admission), and shock (use of parenteral vasopressors on day 1 or day 2) [9] . For mechanical ventilation, we used daily itemized procedure billing data as opposed to ICD-9-CM codes, facilitating precise coding for each incremental day of mechanical ventilation. Patients were further characterized by Charlson-Deyo [10] comorbidities and by acute organ dysfunctions present at admission [9] . Hospitals were characterized by size (< 200, 200-399, 400+ beds), teaching status, urban/rural location, and US geographic region (Midwest, Northeast, South, and West). Definition codes and case mix adjustment are included and further described in the online supplement (see Additional file 1).
Statistical analysis
The primary outcome was hospital mortality defined as all-cause mortality during the initial hospitalization. A predicted hospital mortality model using a generalized logistic link function and a linear ANOVA model for predicted DOF resuscitation were developed using the Premier Hospital Database and validated using the Truven MarketScan Hospital Drug Database. Both models included covariates for age, gender, over 200 ICD-9-CM admission diagnoses codes present in at least 3% of patients, and segments for patients with a principle circulatory or infectious diagnosis with or without shock. Further details regarding model development are presented in the online supplement (see Additional file 1).
Observed and predicted hospital mortality were then compared by DOF, categorized into 1-L increments up to 9 or more liters. In the absence of consensus definitions for under-or over-resuscitation, differences between those within an arbitrary but clinically relevant cutoff of ± 1.5 L from predicted DOF ("expected") and those with greater-or less-than-expected DOF were also examined. Disease severity was adjusted for by adding the difference in predicted hospital mortality between expected and greater-or less-than-expected resuscitation groups to their respective observed hospital mortality. Repeated analyses in patient subgroups with sepsis and septic shock were also performed.
Secondary outcomes included total DOF resuscitation volumes, hospital length of stay (LOS), ICU LOS, duration of mechanical ventilation, and total cost. Lastly, DOF was compared by key hospital characteristics. Continuous variables are reported as means (±SD) or medians and interquartile ranges (IQR). Model covariates are reported as coefficients (95% confidence interval (CI), p value).
Results
Patients
Thirty-three thousand eight hundred thirty-one of 6,186, 940 (0.55%) patients who met the inclusion and exclusion criteria and were discharged from 386 of 570 (67.7%) hospitals were analyzed (Fig. 1 ). The majority of patients were admitted to hospitals with 400 or more beds (44.3%), were non-teaching status (62.7%), urban (86.8%), and in the South region of the USA (52.3%) ( Table 1) .
Predicted mortality and predicted day 1 fluid resuscitation
A predicted mortality model (AUROC = 0.80) identified increasing age, comorbid neoplasm, and circulatory shock as conferring the highest risk of death (Additional file 1: Table E1 ). The predicted 5th to 95th percentile range of total DOF was 2.13 to 5.57 L. All patients in the inclusion cohort were predicted to receive a comorbidity-adjusted baseline DOF of 2.42 L (2.34-2.50 L). The model identified eight admission diagnoses that contributed towards a probability of receiving less fluid (fluid reductive factors, FRFs) and five admission diagnoses that contributed towards a probability of receiving more fluid compared to baseline. Patients with FRFs tended to be older than those without FRFs (66.6 vs. 54.8 years, p < 0.0001). As anticipated, patients with FRFs had a higher average number of organ dysfunctions present on admission than those without FRFs (2.3 vs. 2.1, p < 0.0001) and increased frequency of comorbid diseases (Table 1) . Among the FRFs, pulmonary congestion and heart failure were associated with the highest reduction in the amount of predicted DOF resuscitation (0.43 L, 0.18-0.68 L, p = 0.001 and 0.42 L, 0.36-0.48 L, p < 0.0001, respectively). Heart failure was the most common FRF (28.5%). Acute renal failure conferred the largest increase in predicted DOF resuscitation (0.61 L, 0.55-0.67 L, p < 0.0001) and was present in 33.6% of patients (Additional file 1: Table E2 ).
Applying the predicted DOF resuscitation model, a similar number of patients who received greater-than-expected and less-than-expected DOF volumes (20.5% vs. 25.1%, respectively) were identified. Along with patients who received expected DOF volumes, no significant between-group differences in gender, age, race, or comorbid diseases were found. Patients who received greater-or and less-thanexpected DOF volumes were more likely to present with a higher average number of organ dysfunctions than patients who received expected fluid volumes (2.4 and 2.5 vs. 2.0, respectively, p < 0.0001), particularly cardiac and renal failure (Table 1) . Likewise, a greater number of organ dysfunctions were associated with incrementally increased predicted DOF (Additional file 1: Figure E1 ). 
Observed vs. predicted hospital mortality
The observed hospital mortality for the inclusion cohort was 28.2%. In those where DOF exceeded 6 L, observed mortality was incrementally higher than predicted for each additional liter of DOF. For example, patients receiving 7 L of DOF experienced a significantly worse observed mortality than predicted (40.9% vs. 37.2%, p = 0.008) ( Fig. 2a ). This association was present in all patients but most notable in patients with shock. In shock patients without any FRFs, observed mortality was 
Cost in thousands, significantly worse than predicted at both lower and higher DOF volumes (Fig. 2b) . In contrast, patients with one or more FRFs experienced better than predicted mortality at lower DOF volumes and worse than predicted mortality only after 9 or more liters of DOF. Additionally, despite higher predicted mortality, observed mortality for patients with an FRF was lower than patients without an FRF at all DOF volumes (Fig. 2b) . Lastly, while predicted mortality increased as anticipated with each additional FRF, observed mortality paradoxically decreased further with the addition of a second FRF (Fig. 2c ).
To further explore this relationship, patients were stratified by fluid resuscitation volume relative to expected using the predicted DOF model. Among all shock patients, greater-than-expected fluid resuscitation compared to expected fluid resuscitation was associated with increased risk-adjusted hospital mortality (52.3% vs. 45.0%, p < 0.0001). The same was true for shock patients with an FRF (47.1% vs. 41.5%, p < 0.0001). However, in patients with shock but without an FRF, both greaterthan-expected resuscitation (57.5% vs. expected 49.2%, p < 0.0001) and less-than-expected resuscitation (52.1% vs. expected 49.2%, p = 0.037) were associated with Fig. 2 The effect of day 1 fluid resuscitation volume on hospital mortality. Observed vs. predicted hospital mortality by a) day 1 fluids for all patients, b) day 1 fluids for shock patients with or without one or more fluid reductive factors (FRFs), and c) number of FRFs. The difference between observed and predicted mortality is significant when 95% CI bars do not cross the line for predicted mortality increased risk-adjusted hospital mortality ( Fig. 3 and Additional file 1: Figure E2 ). Regardless of relative resuscitation, the risk-adjusted observed hospital mortality was lower than predicted in shock patients with FRFs and higher than predicted in shock patients without FRFs (Fig. 3) . When applied to the validation database, both the predicted DOF model (R 2 = 19.1%) and predicted mortality model (AUROC 0.80, HL = 12.03, p = 0.15) demonstrated highly comparable performance and excellent agreement in predicted and observed outcomes irrespective of diagnosis or presence of shock (Additional file 1: Table E3 and Additional file 1: Figure E3 ).
Similar to all shock patients, the observed mortality for patients with septic shock was incrementally greater than predicted mortality with incrementally great DOF volumes, achieving statistical significance at 7 L of DOF (36.9% vs. 32.9%, p = 0.019) (Additional file 1: Figure E4 ). Risk-adjusted hospital mortality was comparatively worse in septic shock patients who received greaterthan-expected DOF volumes both with (40.4% vs. expected 34.7%, p = 0.001) and without (51.5% vs. expected 42.1%, p < 0.0001) an FRF (Additional file 1: Figure E5 ).
Secondary outcomes
For the entire inclusion cohort, there was a wide range of prescribed DOF resuscitation volumes (3.0 L, IQR 1.1 L-5.0 L). DOF volume was slightly higher among patients with an FRF (3.2 L, IQR 1.7 L-5.2 L) compared to patients without an FRF (2.9 L, IQR2.0 L-4.7 L, p < 0.0001). Additionally, there were marked differences in DOF between expected (3.0 L, IQR 2.1 L-4.1 L), greaterthan-expected (6.8 L, IQR 5.5 L-8.3 L), and less-thanexpected (1.5 L, IQR 1.1 L-2.2 L, p < 0.0001 for all comparisons) resuscitation groups (Fig. 4) .
Median hospital LOS was 6 days (IQR 2-10 days). Median ICU LOS was 3 days (IQR 2-6 days), and the median duration of mechanical ventilation was 3 days (IQR 2-6 days). Median cost for the admission was $15,516 (IQR $8638-$28,185). Compared to patients without an FRF, patients with an FRF had higher median hospital LOS (7 vs. 4 days, p < 0.0001), ICU LOS (4 vs. 2 days, p < 0.0001), duration of mechanical ventilation (3 vs. 2 days, p < 0.0001), and cost ($18,504 vs. $12,724, p < 0.0001) ( Table 1) .
Institutional variability in fluid resuscitation practices
When assessed by the presence or absence of an FRF and by relative DOF resuscitation, there were no significant differences in observed DOF volumes by hospital size, teaching status, location, or geographic region. The difference between observed and predicted fluid resuscitation was also preserved across hospital demographics (Additional file 1: Table E4 ).
Discussion
In this retrospective outcome analysis using the 2013 Premier and 2013-2016 Truven databases, we found highly variable day 1 fluid resuscitation practices among Fig. 3 The effect of greater-or less-than-expected day 1 fluid volume resuscitation on hospital mortality. Risk-adjusted observed vs. predicted hospital mortality for patients with shock. Risk adjustment performed by adding the difference in predicted hospital mortality between expectedresuscitation and less-than-expected or greater-than-expected groups to their respective observed hospital mortality. FRF fluid reductive factor. Asterisk indicates statistically significant difference in observed hospital mortality when compared to the expected-resuscitation group . † Less-thanexpected = difference between observed and predicted day 1 fluids is less than − 1.5 L. ‡ Expected = difference between observed and predicted day 1 fluids is between − 1.5 and 1.5 L. § Greater-than-expected = difference between observed and predicted day 1 fluids is more than 1.5 L mechanically ventilated patients with hemodynamic shock from diverse etiologies. Our results are consistent with prior observations associating over-resuscitation with adverse outcomes. However, we also found that lower-than-expected day 1 fluid resuscitation, while beneficial among patients with certain diagnoses predictive of receiving less fluids (e.g., heart failure, end-stage renal disease), was associated with increased riskadjusted hospital mortality among a relatively healthier patient cohort without such diagnoses; a U-shaped relationship.
Initial fluid resuscitation practices for patients with hemodynamic shock remain controversial. Recently published data from a prospective randomized control pilot study of patients with severe sepsis and septic shock demonstrated no increase in adverse outcomes using a restrictive fluid resuscitation strategy in the first 72 h of care [11] . Larger multicenter trials comparing fluidrestrictive and fluid-liberal resuscitation are currently underway [12] . Nevertheless, the non-uniform response to fluid resuscitation between patients with and without an FRF observed in our study suggests widely inclusive fluid resuscitation strategies in usual care and outside of study protocols may not be appropriate for all patients. Moreover, while over-resuscitation is increasingly recognized as harmful to patients with shock [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and fluidrestrictive strategies are currently being evaluated in large multicenter trials, our findings stress that underresuscitation may also be harmful particularly for a subgroup of patients without FRFs.
Only half of shock patients respond positively to a volume challenge, indicating that many may have effective circulating fluid volumes despite macrocirculatory shock [13] . Diagnoses identified as FRFs frequently include volume overload as a primary or secondary feature, potentially explaining the observed mortality benefit of receiving less-than-expected fluid volumes among patients with at least one of these conditions. Patients without an FRF were generally younger and had fewer comorbidities and acute organ dysfunctions present on admission. They also had lower predicted hospital mortality compared to patients with an FRF. Nonetheless, hospital mortality for patients without an FRF was increased with higher and lower fluid volumes and with greater-and less-than-expected fluid resuscitation. These findings challenge the assumption that younger and presumably healthier patients are more tolerant of a wide range of fluid resuscitation volumes. Likewise, we observed significantly lower ICU and hospital resource utilization and lower hospital costs among patients without an FRF despite higher-than-predicted risk-adjusted hospital mortality. This incongruity may reflect relatively less attentive care-titration for a population presumed to have lower risk for further clinical decompensation.
To our knowledge, this study represents the largest novel analysis of fluid resuscitation outcomes for a wide spectrum of shock states. We specifically focused on patients requiring mechanical ventilation as they have the highest comorbidity burden and risk for hospital mortality. To adjust for confounding by disease severity, we Differences in medians between w/ FRF and w/ o FRF groups, as well as between less-than-expected, expected, and greater-than-expected resuscitation groups, are statistically significant (p < 0.0001). FRF fluid reductive factor. *Less-than-expected = difference between observed and predicted day 1 fluids is less than − 1.5 L. † Expected = difference between observed and predicted day 1 fluids is between − 1.5 and 1.5 L. ‡ Greater-than-expected = difference between observed and predicted day 1 fluids is more than 1.5 L developed predicted mortality and predicted DOF models. By uniquely evaluating the impact of greater-or less-than-expected fluid resuscitation, we expand on previous studies limited to comparisons of absolute fluid volumes in septic shock alone [8, 14] . Furthermore, we validated our predictive models and findings in a second large database that includes patients discharged as recently as 2016 and, pertaining to septic shock, subsequent to the ProCESS [15] , ARISE [16] , and ProMISe [17] trials.
A uniform limitation of many administrative database analyses is the lack of patient-level severity of illness scoring. However, comorbidity-based risk-adjustment indices (e.g., Charlson index AUROC = 0.67) have been shown to perform similarly well as severity of illness scores (APACHE II AUROC = 0.805 and SAPS II AUROC = 0.843) in predicting short-term mortality following ICU admission [18] [19] [20] . The discriminative ability of our comorbidity-based mortality model, while still dependent on ICD-9-CM-based coding instead of physiologic variables, compares favorably (AUROC = 0.80). In addition, the linear relationship between prescribed fluid volumes and predicted mortality observed in our model is consistent with prior observational studies suggesting a positive correlation between administered fluids and mortality. The range of predicted DOF accurately correlated with the range of observed DOF, and the ± 1.5-L DOF cutoff was validated by the continuous deviation of observed from predicted mortality rates both above and below this critical value. Nonetheless, we cannot exclude the possibility that variance with respect to predicted versus observed DOF may be related to the performance of our model. Thus, while acknowledging the limitation of the current administrative dataset analyses, future prospective studies should evaluate the temporal relationship between prescribed fluid volumes and mechanical ventilation or other physiologic variables. Such an approach would facilitate further categorization of disease severity, for example by computing Sequential Organ Assessment (SOFA) scores for patients with sepsis, and elucidate the causal relationship between suboptimal fluid resuscitation and adverse outcomes.
Additional potential for confounding arises in administrative database analyses from systematic underreporting by individual hospitals and absent documentation for specific patients. To mitigate this potential bias, we excluded hospitals where the 25th percentile for recorded DOF was below 250 mL and any cases where the DOF was less than 1 L (185 hospitals, 33%). The potential for ascertainment bias, however, exists as a result of excluding patients who may be admitted late in the calendar hospital day and hospitals with systematic underreporting of administered fluid volumes. With respect to identifying patients with shock, we attempted to address this by defining shock according to whether the subject was prescribed a vasopressor on hospital day 1 or 2. Furthermore, while isolating a higher risk population, patients with shock who require mechanical ventilation may represent a phenotypically distinct but heterogeneous subgroup. In separate analyses, we observed comparable associations in acutely resuscitated patients regardless of the need for ventilator support (unpublished data). Categorization of different shock states in administrative data is limited without access to patient-specific physiologic variables. For the purposes of the current analysis, we refer to all shock states as "undifferentiated shock" while acknowledging that bedside clinical assessment is likely to have informed a more precise etiology of shock that contributed to fluid resuscitation decisions. Finally, the present analysis does not distinguish between types of fluid administered that is the focus of ongoing studies. Though resuscitation with crystalloid rather than colloid fluids may have contributed to variability in DOF volumes [21] , fluid type has not been consistently associated with differences in shock resuscitation outcomes [21] [22] [23] .
Our study focused on early, guideline-informed DOF administration in shock. Future analyses are planned to evaluate DOF volumes for patients with delayed versus direct ICU admission, hospitals where patients receive very small volumes of DOF, the impact of specific shock states, as well as outcomes related to fluid administration beyond day 1 through hospital discharge. Further validation analyses in separate cohorts will be required to confirm the performance our novel risk-adjusted models. Institutional differences, including hospital size, teaching status, location, or geographic region, were not associated with variability in DOF resuscitation. While likely not a function exclusively of organizational or hospital-level factors, these data do not preclude that there may be significant individual-or team-level practice variability. Clinician-level variability in resuscitation decisions could also enhance future analyses of treatment variations. Taken together, these findings compellingly point to the importance of ongoing prospective clinical trials of physiologically informed, patientcentered fluid resuscitation for shock using dynamic measures of circulatory effectiveness rather than uniformly empiric strategies.
Conclusions
Among mechanically ventilated patients with diverse etiologies of shock, this large retrospective analysis highlights extensive treatment variability including frequent greater-or less-than-expected fluid volume
